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LETTER, FR,OM THE EDTTOR,
You hold in your hands collaboration on paper. This magazine is not
just a collection of wonderful works of art and literature, it is also the
combined effort of many hardworking students, faculty, and staff.
So when thinking of Archarios, I would ask that you would not only
think of the finest in Coastal Carolina University's student produced
literature and art, but of the ever working men and women who keep
the arts alive. Without them, there would be no Archarios. Read,
enjoy, and remember.
Tom Shanks
Editor-in-Chief
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SEBASTIAN ROSE
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It was raining and I left her there.
In between the mat and the desk, swinging fists and one-legged
trees, I met a girl named Sebastian Rose, except her name wasn't
isn++eally a€+{*+lty is Sebastian Rose and while I met her, she
never met me but then again nobody ever meets me because I'm
right there, in the background, minding my own damn business
and looking creepy when you pay attention. But when you're not
paying attention, which is to say when you've let your guard down
for that pedantic fuck next to you, I'm off composing symphonies
that ramble their way down the beat-up highways of my brain.
Sebastian kinda saw that. I think. She probably did. Maybe?
Truth is, I don't know one way or the other. She's the kind of
girl who invites rampant speculation just by how she walks into
a room. It's part of her charm. Her smile lights everything up,
her disinterest stretches the shadows, and her laugh's about as
infectious as a plague. She's got bedroom eyes and a girl next
door smile, she moves with that casual grace that girls don't
know they've got until they lose it. Even her flaws are pretty.
That's the kind of girl that Sebastian is. And she notices things.
Swear to God, if God exists, Sebastian notices things. Hell,
Sebastian Rose is the kinda girl that makes you believe in God
just because she's too coincidental.
Sebastian met+e ;did not meet me?
on my first duy at a local community college. I made the unenviable
mistake of sitting up in the front row in a class I don't even
remember the name of; she was right there next to me, separated
by three seats and a dropout who lasted until the end of that first
semester. She looked totally drunk off her ass and my first
impression was that she was the kind of chick who'd take a guy
like me for a ride, use me to get good grades, then hold me at arm's
distance. Wrote it down in a journal, y.p yep, then went about my
duy. First week, she missed two classes, then it turned out that we
had all our phys-ed bullshit courses together and that was that.
Mornings, karate. Sorta. Evenings, yoga. Which was preceded
by one of those shitty abercise classes that's not credited but
it makes a good excuse to get sweaty and pretend you're being
healthy. Sebastian did both of those, and let me tell you, that chick
was bangin'. She turned karate into salsa, made yoga into some
kind of freaky meditative kama sutra thing at two yards, and
always had this bouncy ponytail every time I saw her do anything
physical; only let her hair down during class-class, study class,
that stupid history class we shared.
You know what the professor did in that class? Bitch ran off to
El Salvador half-way through the semester, got knocked up by
a Guatemalan, then ended up in Russia or something. No joke!
Class literally died for, like, a week. Then we had a new guy we
nicknamed Foghorn Leghorn who tried making a joke about
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prozac and ended up sayirg viagra instead. On the first day.
He was bipolar. He had a truly epic beard though. I felt bad for
laughing at him, but we all did, and dammit, he didn't seem to
hold a grudge. Even Sebastian laughed.
We had dinner a few times, Ms. Rose and I. She told me about
a theater class and I called the plot down to the death of the
main character before she even told me the title. The look on
her face, I'll treasure. Think it was right then, right there, when
the little light bulb went off in her head that I might be useful
to have around. She ne+ieed notices these things, I tell you. Her
eyes lit up. She smiled. Said, "Dude! How'd you know that?" and
I blushed and didn't know what the hell to say because people
usually don't freaking notice me so how do you learn these
things? Really? How? Is there a book?
Shit. There is a book. Anyway, I studied her. That's what I do.
I study people. I don't feel like I'm one of them so I study them
because they fit together like pieces in a puzzle and I'm the piece
that doesn't fit. Know what you do with a piece that doesn't fit?
Either you throw it away or you incorporate it into the puzzle
anyway. Hide it underneath, set it off to the side, or put it right
on top where all the world can see. I studied one guy, just as
an example, for two months. Sophomore year, back when I was
coming off my bucket list of Shit To Do While Young And Stupid,
I singled out this one guy and just...studied him. Built him up.
Caught sight of him in all kinds of random little places and ways.
i*
Body language is k.y, I'm noticing. And this guy had that
shit down. Except, if you were actually paying attention, he
kinda didn't. He had the swagger, yeah, but it was fake. Too
much movement, looked like he was acting for the benefit of an
audience that isn't there. And his words, that's another thing,
his words were always really loud and really violent and really
self-centered. This guy could take a conversation about My Little
goddamn Pony and turn it into a discussion about Colt.+s's and
magnum revolvers and the sound a gun makes when there're no
rounds in the chamber and blah blah blaghedy blagh blah. Te be
henest, he was thc m To be
brutally honest, he had issues. Lots of issues. The few times we
spoke, I had to hold back on
him out of pity. The only time I even insulted the guy, I was too
vague for him to even realize it.
I'm pretty quiet. Think Sebastian lik€s liked that about me. Only
time I ever really got loud 
- 
loud-loud, not Sir, This Is A Library
loud, but ohmygodisthatafoghorn? loud 
- 
the only time I ever did
that was in karate class. We'd do these yells called kiais 
- 
KEE-
AYES, like a pirate AYE MATEY! ayes. My instructor always
called them kiops or something but he was weird. He had one of
sPRtNG20r2 | rS
SEBASTIAN ROSE continued
those little Hitlerstache dirt squirrels that karate types always grow
when they hit about 30-something. My buddy, Bruce, calls them
cookie dusters. "Helllllllooooooooooooo, ladies! Do you know that
November 18th is National Have Sex With A Guy With A Mustache
Day? No? Ya do now! Who wants their cookies dusted?"
No. Fuckin'. Shit. He actually said this one duy. To a bunch of
snooty sorority girls. On their way to a formal. In front of their
boyfriends. And he got away with it. Shock value, I'm assuming,
but it might just be that whole thing where most people can get
away with anything but I sure as hell can't. I blame the quiet.
Bruce is not freaking quiet. People give him leeway for that. I envy
it. But when I do my kiai yells, you can hear me from a football
field away. That's the only time I ever get really loud, doing that.
Sebastian had a kiai too, she was in that class after all, but she was
never all that enthusiastic about it.
"I have no passion about anythirS," she said to me once, when
we were having one of those Serious Business chats a girl n€€s
when slre deesn't rrant te tell a guy she's net interested but wants
has when she trusts asfene you but doesn't
really ;like you? and she's too sober to go
making any mistakes. Sebastian never made mistakes like that.
"]ust kinda...drift in' through,
y'know? I mean, I'm still figurin' myself out, don't know what I
wanna do with my life..."
Blah blah blah, cue some guy calling her a bitch and a ho in a
text message and telling her to have fun failing a class. Sebastian
failed all of two classes in the entire time I've known her. One was
an econ class with a grade nazr professor who literally told bad
students, "HAHA, NO A FOR-A-JOO." He also had a funny story
where he crapped out in the middle of the semester, but that had
more to do with somebody slipping visine into his coffee or some-
thing. I don't know, nor do I want to know the full story. I told
Sebastian, "Well, that's a dick move. Anythitg I can do to help?"
You'd think that'd win points, it doesn't. It really, really doesn't.
People like griping, they don't much like fixing things. Sebastian
looks at me then and smiles and says, "You're sweet, thanks. I'll
be fine." She drops the class the next duy. But that's fine. We've got
karate to vent frustrations and yoga to mellow out and one duy
she gets me to smoke a bowl and let me tell you, that stuff is over-
freaking-rated. But she uses it to deal with anxiety attacks beeass'e
fall.o{+t and I tell her it's a bad habit, but she shrugs and keeps on.
Safety doesn't mean much to a girl like Sebastian. She's too free
for you to pin down that way. She's like a fairy muse or something,
and she msJ<€s made me write poetry. Nothing good.
I met her dad once on my way to the vet one morning last
December. One of the eeriest coincidences of my life, I tell you.
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I'm driving in to the vet and this old bat on valium swerves out in
front of me and the next thing I know, "KIAI!" (actually a big fat
'OH SHIT' but whatever) and everything goes black. My nose is
bleeding, I'm stumbling around taking pictures of the wreck on
my cell phone and my thumbs are numb and won't move in about
an hour. They looked like hamburger meat for two months after
that; not very attractive, but I got other scars I'll tell you about,
just wait. So there I am, was, back then, and I finally get enough
of my wits back to start complaining about things, and I hear this
guy come up and tell me, "Man, at least you're alive! Thank God,
you're alive, you can still say that," and he's right, and his voice is
familiar but I can't place it. I don't place it, in fact, until I visit her
dorm room a couple months later and see his picture on a wall,
then I remember the sound of his voice as he's screaming into her
voicemail and calling her alazy little bitch and a stupid whore for
losing an old cell phone 
- 
her dad is saying this, her freaking dad.
I never really met Sebastian's family, but damn if I don't know
them. Her granddad looks like Clint Eastwood.
Sebastian brushes all this off. She's untouchable like that. At
least when she's stoned. She said the weed helps her deal but I
think the karate helps her more than she lets on. No passion,
she says, this chick with a singing voice like wine on the soul,
but she goes at it, boy. I had to spar her a few times. Along with
being quiet, I'm also really not that harmful. It's not that I'm not
dangerous, don't get me wrong; I'm probably the most dangerous
prick in any given room, really. It's just that my momma raised
me right. Don't hit women (unless it's legit self-defense, then
knock their fucking blocks off like anyone else), and don't hit
people in general (unless they really, really deserve it, okay?).
And I'm a big guy too. Not seven foot big or three hundred
pounds burly muscle slab big, but big-big. Comfortable big.
Long arms. Long legs. Can't use a bathtub because most of them
are too goddamn short. People are made of tin foil for me.
So when we spar, I have to aim wide for most of my opponents.
You're not supposed to hit people when you're sparring in this
class. It happens but those are light-contact things, accidents.
You're supposed to stop, like, one inch short, see? Guys do that
perfectly. Women? Oh my god no.
Women have two modes in a fight: 'Ah, don't hit me.' Ah, don't
hit me'will make you feel like a dick. And then the other mode is
'I Am Gonna Fuck You Up'. Sebastian fricking decked me in one
spar. I block one of her kicks, aim wide and miss her head, and
she just decks me in the freaking nose like I'm every guy who's
ever blinked at her wrong. I'm bleeding and she's laughing and I'm
stunned and it doesn't really hurt so I say, "Damn, girl! Remind
me not to mess with you!"
I still think I broke her foot when I blocked her. Sebastian's all
grace, but she does not kick worth a damn. She was hobbling for
days after that. Couldn't do the one-legged stands in yoga at all
that night. I offered to piggyback her, because actually carrying her
would just be weird and all, but she kept saying no, no, I'm fine, it's
okay, just stop, alright? not your fault. Still. I feel bad about that.
She's a dancer, you know. Not formal, I don't think. Salsa at least. I
saw her fake ballet once, before that happened, and she was really
convincing about it too. Coordinated and beautiful. Should've
beenadancer, Ithink.
Sebastian beat me up a lot in that class. She usually just ended
up hurting herself. I'm indestructible. I told her once, "Do your
worst, I'm pretty much indestructible," and she just smiled at me
like a little girl in a chocolate shop. "I think you're beautiful," I
told her too, but that just seemed to weird her out.
"I'm not used to guys speaking to me that way," she told me that
duy, more shyly than anything. It was raining then. We'd gone
out for pizza and I lost my appetite like I always do around other
people. She had leftovers. I didn't feel like taking them with me.
It was raining and she couldn't look at me so I reached over and,
very very very very very gentlp I held her face and basically forced
eye contact. She had gorgeous blue eyes. I don't want to remember
what I told her. She told ffi€, later on, "It wouldn't work, we're
better as friends...hon," and I should've known right about then
and there that it was gonna end like this.
Except it doesn't end like this because endings don't happen out
in the real world. You've gotta live with it. Whine all you want, it's
not going anywhere so you'd better man up and live with it. That's
another thing. We're all basically defined by our coping skills. My
car gets wrecked, hell, I'm just huppy to be alive. Sebastian's dad
yells at her, she lights up a joint the size of a cuban cigar. That
guy screws up, he goes into hardcore denial about it. He changes
the subject, he attacks everything in sight. That's another thing
I've noticed in my studies. The really dominant types, the loud
ones, they don't ever just state their opinion. The same breath
that's used for I'm Right ends with You're Wrong And You Suck.
And people bry into this shit!
First, try to do no harm. I have no idea where that came from,
might be Biblical, but it's a damn good rule. That's why I aim wide
in my spars. I could knock somebody's teeth out through their
nose, Mick Foley style, but my right to swing a fist ends at some-
body else's face. Second, try to help people. Yeah, the world sucks,
but that's no reason for it to stay that way.
helped Sebastian. she
had trouble focusing in that history class. Foghorn Leghorn put
her to sleep and she was always pulling latenighters. She wasn't
that much of a party animal, 
, so I try to help
her out every now and again. Sebastian Rose is, above all other
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things, a good person. A good woman. You don't see her kind too
often, let me tell you. She's worth helping out. So, that's what I do.
All I did was, I topped off a paper for her; comma help, writing a
conclusion because she asked. Little things like that 
- 
little things
like that, I did not write a fricking essay for her, don't go there. I
help Sebastian on tests because Foghorn gives us a study guide
and tells us all to work together. I basically carry her and, like,
four other people through that class. I do my work. I'm quiet and
I'm good. When I need to say something though, I just say it.
"f've never felt this way about anyone," I tell her once, because
it's true and truth is easy and it's the only option. Sebastian was
dumbfounded when I said that, like, really dumbfounded. Took
her a little while to tell me how guys don't normally talk to her like
that, which I thought think is a shame. How a guy can look at a
girl like Sebastian and not tell her she's gorgeous, I seriously don't
know. She could've been a model. Maybe not a runway heroin chic
celebrity, but at least one of those clothes store models who actu-
ally looks like a real human being. Sebastian's accessible like that.
There's a big fair-thirgy on campus the next day and I wind
up trying to race this guy through an inflatable maze.My feet
get cut to ribbons, I've still got scars from that, but I win. Pain's
easy to shrug off, or maybe just to put off; it's always gonna be
there, waiting for when you can't ignore it, but that just means
staying busy, see? I come flying out of that maze like Superman,
complete with a spin- flip that turns me from a crazy diver to a
back-flopping renegade on the grass.
He never comes out, but that's because he got lost in the maze.
He's not exactly bright. I look around for him and Sebastian's
dancing with him; he climbed over the wall and then her favorite
song started playing. The next duy I aim wide and I perfect my one-
footed stance and keep my eyes high; it's easy to do that when you're
tall. Look over people. I asked a short guy if he had anything like
that once, but he said he just stared at whatever was behind people.
"But they're between you and what you're looking &t," I said to
him. "Exactly," he said, like some little zenmaster, mustache and
all. Indeed. Funny thing, zen. My master kind of espoused it to us.
The yoga instructor lady 
- 
I was the only guy in that whole room,
and let me tell you, it was the high point of my year 
- 
basically
preached the same load. But let me tell you a little truth. There
are three things worth believing in the whole goddamn universe.
Three things. |ust. Three. There is the universe itself, because all
this crap has to take place somewhere. There is you, by which I
actually mean ffi€, because you can't doubt your own existence,
because doubt requires thought requires existence; cogito ergo
sum! and all that phil 101 trash. And there's love, which speaks for
itself. Some corollaries to all that, but not many.
The highest form of love, what I learned from the sages of pop
sPRtNG2ol2 | rs
SEBASTIAN ROSE continued
culture and literature and that guy sweeping the halls and even
my short friend and, hell, Bruce, and Sebastian too, is the love
that is selfless. Let it go, if it comes back, etcetera blah blah. I'm a
guy. Not good with this stuff. I study people though. They're not
good with it either. Nobody actually thinks about it, especially
not girls. There's a lot of pop psychology that goes into dating.
All those dirty little tricks they teach you in the books. The guy
I told you about uses stufflike that. Not exactly the compliment-
insult-brush-arm trick, but close enough that if you're actually
paying attention, you can literally see his playbook.
I study people. I study strategy too. There's a clear strategy
to courtship and the fact that I know it makes me sick. It's a
science refined by experimentation. Less passion' more cold-
blooded reptile war- thought. It's all chemicals, and people
shooting DNA at each other, and whatever. And it works.
Fuck ln€, it works. The stuff in the novels, in the movies, in
all that; that's garbage. It works intellectually but brains don't
equal pants on the floor and messed up bedsheets and all that
good stuff. You have to be loud enough to stand out, stupid
enough to think you're always right, self-centered enough
to make yourself seem important, and stubborn enough to
keep on trying. I'm stubborn as all Hell. But eloquence and
thoughtfulness does not make for love. And kindness sure as
hell doesn't make you imPortant.
But I'm afraid to do things his way. I've seen under that
guy's skin and he's screaming. Red, raw, wet, tortured, horrible
screaming. The animation of his movements hides the bum
knee but I spotted it two seconds in and it'll only get worse.
The way he rolls his shoulders and carries the movement to
his fingertips tells of a pulled muscle somewhere because it's
uneven. Know the really funny part? He has a beard. A short,
really neatly kept beard. Never trust a white guy with a beard
unless he's fat and unhygienic or past his mid-life crisis. I
might've laughed at him but Foghorn Leghorn earned that epic
beard. Wannabe frat boys faking Country accents haven't and
never will. Th.y grow beards so they can hide behind them.
And never, ever, ever trust a guy who takes a picture of himself
with a shirt off so you can see his pecks or try to gauge how
low his boxers're pulled down. Ever. He's just looking for an
ego boost, whether he admits it or not.
The hard part though, I guess, is doing nothing. I tried
hanging out with Sebastian some at the end of the class.
Smoked a bowl with her, that's when that happened. She did
this weird thing where she'd inhale and then exhale it straight
into my mouth. To me that was like kissing in a way, but I'd
only had my first kiss a few months before that with some
other girl at a party; I never got her name and it wasn't that
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good. She tried to eat my face. And that bang-bang of tooth
on tooth was just weird. Sebastian, I think, wouldn't kiss like
that. I never really found out.
I di,Cn't really feel anything from the weed. I had to ghost half
a joint 
- 
inhale and then keep it in until my breath was totally
clear 
- 
before I even noticed the urge to munch on something
or work out or whatever. It made my throat dty and it managed
to make a lame Seth whateverhisnameis movie funny, but that
was all. I still thought all the same thoughts, noticed all the
same things, had all my usual habits. I wanted to hold her right
then and there. That wasn't the weed talking. I know it wasn't.
I kept up karate but she didn't. I dropped yoga after she did.
There is, was, something about Sebastian Rose that made every
other girl in the room seem...lackluster. Muyb. it was the dazzling
blue eyes. You never see a latina with blue eyes. She once told fiie,
"I'm part-Irish, part-Puerto Rican...my bad side..."
I asked her, "You have a bad side?", and she rolled her eyes-
Don't blame her for that. I aimed wide. I missed. But I remem-
ber one thing about the sparring. When I decided that I didn't
care about something, it didn't affect me. Ever. If I thought, h.y,
you're not gonna touch me; you damn well would not touch me.
And if I thought, I'm gonna miss because I want to, that's the
only reason I'd miss. And if I thought you can't hurt me...
My nose'd still bleed, but I wasn't the one with a broken foot,
you know? "I'm indestructible," I told her one duy. It was raining
when she got out of the car.
Sebastian once mentioned that she was going to see a movie
with a guy named Brian or Brandon or Billy or something
like that. A g*y with a generic B name. Or it might've been a
Kevin. "I had a movie date to see that with," whatever his name
was. She wouldn't look at me when she said it. I think that was
when I finallywoke uP. @
I don't talk to Sebastian much now. I don't hate her. Because
first, do no harm. Second, try to help others. But people don't
want help, they want to gripe. Live and let live, right? You're
sweet, my dad calls me a bitch. That guy's not good for you, I
think you're beautiful. What's your number? I kissed a girl, her
breath got me high. I study people and I never failed a class
until I saw her contacts. I never yell except when I do. I never
felt that way before. Beards, body language, anxiety, knees,
scars, scum. It all adds up. Sooner or later, even if you can't be
touched. Trust your first impressions.
I met a girl named Sebastian Rose, but she never met me
because I was scared. I left her there. It was raining and I left
her there. That's all you really need to know.
UNTIITED
BY JESSE FIELD
Sophomore Communicotion Moior
Hoiku
rusty mailbox falls
wood porch swing rots, still swaying:
war never brought him back.
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Senior English Moior
Poetry
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Old willow resting over the pond
Smooth but for the dull waves of an alpha wind
Bent and cascaditg branches winding tendrils wrapping round one another
Like a lover's hair over an anxious body,
Each leaf knows when to fall
a fire runs down the line
Not Burning
but shedding those leaves to action potential
This is the beginning of the memory
which summer exactly, can't recall
the highway windy and the sky bright
you had run off ahead
##.7
and your face through your windblown hair
laughing, looking
puzzled,
pointing
at the worn decline beside the road
a bunker where huddled flowers
so many and so various,
bizarre upon the dirt which held no soil
I saw you farther on
you turned your face to the wind
hand raised to block the sun
following your gaze I found the answer
the graveyard across the highway
the old willow's leaves fall upon the lucid pond
landing gently
sparking ripples
interference patterns
an image in the water
your face in the wind
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"Untitled"
Mixed Medio
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JUNIOR ART STUDIO MAJOR
"Belle"
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TITCHAET SLAIER
SENIOR ART STUDIO MAJOR
"Untitled"
Printmoking
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JANE FAY
JUNIOR ART STUDIO MAJOR
'A Ploce in the S un"
Po inting
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A 3O]IO OF FRTETDSHIP
BY JUSTIN WRIGHT
Sophomore English Moior
Poetry
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust;
Follow the people, I hear, We must.
*I'm not a lemmingi' I yell in reply.
Then you're not truly One of us.
I'd like to have a friend or two.
Maybe if I pretend like You,
So I'll pretend, then maybe I
Can be a lemming, too.
"But what on earth do lemmings do?"
Lemmings dance to the beat of the lemmings' cue.
Get rid of your mind, your clothes, 1rour shoes.
Use ours. Oh yes, and we'll need your Freewill, too.
A Friend's request-Why a lemming? Why You?
Couldnt you be anything you wanted to? Perhaps a Dragon would do.
No One is ever satisfied with the truth.
*Because, becausel Now He's a lemming, too.
Ashes to ashes and dust to dust;
We fall, we follow; We must, we must.
As I fall to my death, I smile and think,
"Now I'm a lemming tool'
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OtAgg MENAOERTE ffIETAMORPHOSIS
BY SARAH SEXTON
Senior Mqth qnd Morine Science Moior
Poetry
I observe, as through a lookirg-glass,
the 10-ml volumetric cylinder unfold
walking stick legs and, with slothful grace,
continue, journe)rlng to more vegetative terrain.
Meanwhile, the Pasteur pipette hornet hovers-
toxic yellow contents sloshirg-
and the eyedropper caterpillar, transparently without its
fuzzy covering,
inches across my workbench.
Glancing through the doorway,
I see a girl with a glimmer of glass
in her feet flit away.
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UNTITTED
BY EMILEE ROSEN
Freshmqn English Moior
Short Story
The headlights bounce off heavy cars and dark paint. I can't see
the moon or the stars, the landscope , a barren bone of a roadside
skeleton and I still feel claustrophobic, crowded in the car. I take
in every shadow and highlight, every hill and every valley of your
hand, gripping my knee as your foot pressed onward. We acceler-
ate past houses from our childhood and neighbouring forgotten
farms of decades past. We're putting as much distance between us
and them, but which is which? It has been one yeat five months,
two weeks and three days since our eyes met in the thin moon-
light and this is the last night we have left.
I remember last October. You were a scarecrow. Oh how you
wore your costume so well. It was the epitome of you, scaring
everyone from you, but you were harmless and gentle. I was a
pumpkin, calloused on the outside and sweet inside. Different rep-
resentations of the same thing. We all like to think we're not the
same. Th*y weren't masks we could hide behind, not something
we could pretend we were like. It was us, never a truer self existed.
When I was lost in the nrraze, you came looking for me, and when
I was found all you could do was stare. We knew who we really
were that night. We fell away from the outside world, from our
friends, our family; the only people who could really help us in the
end, one breath from our last.
I knew what was in the backseat: the bottles, the needles, the
blankets. I knew our supplies but never the destination. I knew
our plan, but only the pieces, not the whole picture, but I knew we
would be okay. We break away from the last line of homes on the
road, and past all the street lamps. The road was our only guide
and forward was our only direction. Twenty miles from our warm
beds, another hundred to where we'd sleep tonight.
In November we spent time getting familiar with each other's
past. Meeting the parents, the pets, the siblings, and the people
we were, in front of others; for each person, another mask. We
would disguise ourselves from everyone, a bad habit being
repeated; a choice we both chose to make. In December we spent
most days in between the sheets, wrapped in each other. We
would spend hours building a house from cotton and string,
constructing a wall between everything we were afraid of and
everythitg that was afraid of us. Nothing could touch us; we had
forever and a day. You'd tell me secrets and I'd tell you dreams
I've had. I told you everything except what would lead us to
where we are now. I told you I had no secrets, I lied. I told you I'd
always be honest with you, I lied. I couldn't tell you.
We spent all the months in between winter and summer
together but separate. I went to Europe to study for school, at least
that's what I told you. You would call me every time I went to the
doctors or after a treatment, I was in class, at least that's what you
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thought. We'd talk every duy and I don't know how you couldn't
tell I was breaking, how I was fragile, hollow and growing
further and further away from my own body. I needed you to
know but I couldn't break you, I couldn't let myself hurt you
but I needed the support. Inside, my body was dty and burnt,
charred even. I needed fluids, a flood to save me. A semester in
Europe. After I finished all the treatments, they said I'd be fine,
but they had already begun building my casket. Th.y lied.
The first duy of summer and the first step off the plane, you
were there. Waiting for IrI€, missing me, wishing I'd get offthe
plane quicker. I ran full speed ahead to you, into you, my
scarecrow. I whispered into your ear,just like blowing a candle
out. I saw how quickly my words took the light from your eyes.
You had to know that I was recovering. You had to know I was
sick, I couldn't lie anymore, but you still cried. I told you I loved
you, and you couldn't stop crying.
|ust like the airport, we were crying now. We never wanted this
to be what we had to resort to. We never wanted to have to leave
each other, this was our only option, but it's what I wanted. The
car is parked and tears linger on our eyelashes before rolling down
our cheeks. I take the keys from you and throw them as far as I
can into the woods and close my car door. You hold everything in
your hands and we start off into the field. You're worried we would
get lost, but I could never forget this field. I look up and try and
remember the trees that were behind you that night, and I know
we're in the right place. I stop and help you set up everything, the
last thing we would do together.
We tied string and sheets together; we constructed our last
fort, our last house. We dressed for the occasion, such a morbid
thought, wearing what we loved to see each other in best. We
watched the stars and looked at the clouds that were passing,
whispering sweet nothings and holding hands. The bottles and
needles are next to us, we're one pinprick away. What mattered
was that we weren't in pain anymore; I wouldn't feel anything
after one last injection. You wouldn't have to miss me when I was
gone, we'd go together. We left notes for everyone, hoping they
understood our decision and that we were together. We told them
not to come looking because they would only find the car. All that
mattered was that we would go together, take this journey hand in
hand and it didn't matter who pushed the needle in first.
TIY ilIIDlifESTERN HOTIE
BY ANDREW LESH
Senior English Moior
Poetry
Nothing is so cold as a lifeless heart.
Like a grandfather clock I wish it could wind.
Then leaving the world would be like leaving home
with intent to return. But overused, the heart'll bend.
Collapsed, a damaged drum, this heart has no beat.
Chilled like the arctic, the homeless heart is frozen.
If Indiana is nothing more than a wasteland, frozen,
then why would this senseless sound of my heart
keep the constant pumping and powerful beat
that seems to catch rhythm with the Midwest wind?
The blood courses through, turns and bends,
but it always returns to the heart, its home. It's home.
Where can I go if I can t come home?
Alone, isolated, stuck in time and place, frozen...
Obstructed by the world but just around the bend
is the only place where the abandoned heart,
the heart without music and sound, can wind
up again. Create the rush, start the flow; beat.
The sound of the Midwest rivals and beats
the streets of New York and the homes
of Hollywood stars who disappear like the wind.
Winter streets painted with black ice, fro zen
and cracked like a lover's broken heart,
that's where I am, needing to unbend.
Alone with graylng cornfields the road bends,
taking me back to where my veins would beat
with the pulse of my Midwestern heart.
Frost on the windows, I know I'm home
as two dogs run up to me panting with hair frozen
from Indiana's icv midwinter wind.
Hugs and hellos still shiver in the wind
waiting in my childhood driveway's bend.
The chips of snowy gravel unyielding and frozen
under my feet as the two dogs beat
me to the garage. Th.y sit waitirg. They're home.
Touch the handle, open the door, be still my beating heart.
People say that the heart stays with the home.
Mine's cold as ice, yet there's life in the frozen winds.
I can only beat for my Midwestern home, South Bend.
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DOPE
BY PAUL MORRIS
Senior English Moior
Poetry
In youth, I traded inner peace for my first kiss
and my brain hissed with electric dopamine.
I grew. And led my brain to live off games while I became
a human being slot machine desperate for dopamine.
I dreamt of escaping this complex of polluted perception,
this indentured slavery to maintain my brain's dopamine.
At 18, took a toke of chemical comfort cooing sin
and inhaled deep puffs of precious dopamine.
Temptation confined my mind to a tiny Skinner box
its floor electrified with carnal caustic dopamine.
Now, I look to wisdom in hopes of returning that sweet stolen
solace swapped for lust - a scream for basic dopamine.
That snake coiled inside feeds me the seed that
allows me to be this appalling fiend for dopamine.
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HATKU
BY ROSE WILLIAMS
Sophomore Art Studio Moior
Hoiku
you remind me of
a bird with one broken 
-ing,
flapping in circles.
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VERSE OF THE PUZZ,LE-ilIAKERS PT. I
BY THOM MADRAY
Sophomore English Moior
Poetry
Sobering up in the back of a mini van
lust outside of the Texaco station
with black lungs and French tongues
and red eyed from the drought
Pretending we know what good music sounds like
Pretending our faces dont match our middle fingers
But if not from this, then how shall I go mad?
We build houses because we know we'll grow old
we'll grow cynical and want to watch them fall
but now we're young and our ears are wet
So you can find us huddled beneath a flickering fluorescent
sobbing lines of cocaine and vomiting smoke
until our hair grays and our teeth rot
and we become the skeletons we were meant to be
But first we'll father puzzle-makers and photographers
who will lean against walls in dimly lit foyers
with ribbons and piano wire around their necks
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ANYWAY
BY HALEIGH WOODLIEF
Senior English Moior
Poetry
'Anyway..."
Well, just 'ury way' hardly ever is the right way.
Will these heels dig out my grave?
I've done the interior decoratin' and everythirg-
Now I just need to sink into it.
Anyway, heels never really fit me. I mean, they fit my feet-
just not me.
On days like these, I go diggin' for the big buggy blue jeans,
Brothers giant hand-me-down shirts
Hidin' and floppin' over bones and tendons
And all that I lack
Like a Big Top hangs over suffocatin' tent poles.
I used to be a travelin' circus,
Full of laughs and wonder
And untamed tigers singin' in unchained cages.
These days, everybody wants a refund.
Anyway,
I have to forget now that you're wonderful.
Oh, it was nothin' serious, that is,
It was all just girlish glam and glittea you know,
You know-
I just wanted your respect,
Is all.
That's all.
ls there a Side 2 for life?
Flip me over and maybe I can fool you
Into believin' my bruised blues singin' is pretty again.
There I was, see, in my big girl clothes,
All red and black and sleek,
But all it took was a look and a coupl'a words from your so-sure mouth,
And I was shattered;
My gum chewin', nail-bitin,
hair- curlin, high-walkin',
honky tonk fagade was gone in a fizzle
As my heart and soul went sailin' south for the winter.
Oh, and honey
It'lI be a cold one.
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rHE WAY I LEAVE A PTACE
BY CYNTHIA SCHOCH
Senior Philosophy ond English Moior
Short Story
Brock sits near the corner of the room on a box of my books-
Bukowski, Murakami, Nick Hornby, Milan Kundera. Alazy loop
of smoke wanders from the cigarette in his hand, hovers, then
slowly leaks out the window into the heavy Arkansas summer.
"You don't have to go," he says, pouting, avoiding eye contact.
I take a long sip from my bottle of Woodford Reserve, the going
away gift he brought me. Its sweet burn spreads across my chest and
mingles with the flaming anxiety in my gut. I'm just trying to get my
shit together; the last thing I want is to be having this conversation.
Again. "I'm going in the morning, Dow right now," I answer. It's about
noon now. By tomorrow morning, I need to finish packing, load up
my car, and start the fourteen hour drive to Myrtle Beach.
"That's not what I meant," he says. "You can move back in with
me. You know it can work, we haven't even been fighting lately."
'Are you serious? Brock. No. We stopped fighting 'cause I
moved out. I could never live with you again." We've probably had
this conversation about twice a month since we broke up. That
was four months ago. "Hand me those shoes?" I ask, desperate to
change the subject. I can't think of anything else to say.
He picks up the decrepit sandals by his feet, tosses them over to
where I'm sitting by a box filled with newspaper-wrapped
dishes that I'll be giving to Goodwill. I reach over to my CD player
and turn the music up, way up. Bob Dylan's quivering twang fills
the room, loud and resounding.
Brock raises his voice. "You know I'll always love you, Cyt."
Fuck. He didn't take the hint. I ro11 my eyes. He pretends he
doesn't notice, keeps talking. "You have to stay. If you leave it'll
really be over, like really over... I'll miss the energy between us.
You're a piece of me that I'll never let go of. You make me feel so
alive. We're infinite. . .."
I've been listening to this sort of thing since we met over ayear
ago. I used to love it, but I'm too tired to deal with it anymore. My
arms, my head, *y whole body feels heavy. Moving is heavy busi-
ness. I like the weight, sometimes. It's about the only thing that
keeps me grounded.
I scoot over to Brock, pass him the bottle. He finally stops
talking, takes a few straight slugs, gulp, gulp, bottle down, sigh.
Everything echoes: the weighted thud of the bottle hitting the
floor, the scratchy tin sound of the metal top screwing onto glass.
I love the way an empty room sounds. The bare hardwood floor
is covered in cardboard grit, but it feels cool on the backs of my
thighs. I lean against the wall, my bare sweaty back sticking to the
dust I've never cleaned off.
Brock fiddles with one of his hemp bracelets, the one with the
ceramic Buddha. He's squeamish in my apartment, displaced,
which makes him even more petulant than usual. He likes when I
go to his place (formerly known as "our place"). He's more com-
fortable there, where we used to cook naked together, sip coffee
after midnight, work on harmonies for the songs he would write
and share books, poems, cigarettes, and a bed. Often we'd curl into
blankets by the fireplace in the winter, or stretch out on the cool,
prickly concrete of our balcony during the balmy summer nights.
He's never slept here with rr€, in my new bed.
"How'd you get rid of the couches?" he asks. Thank God.
Anything but our relationship.
"I was renting-to-own them. I decided not to own them, so the
rental place came and got them back."
"Your couches got repo-ed?" He snorts. I don't laugh at his joke,
even though I think it's funny.
I light a cigarette and he glances at my pack of short red
Pall Malls, making sure I notice his disdain for my pre-rolled
name-brand cigarettes while he puffs proudly on his limp,
hand-rolled tobacco. I glare back at him and take a smug drag
from my factory-produced cigarette. He's a fraud. He smokes
Camel Lights when he can afford to.
Brock and I both toss our hair off our faces at the same time.
I'm not sure if we've formed the same habits because we've spent
so much time together or because we were so alike when we met.
People even tell us that we look alike, more like siblings than
lovers-our hair tousled and sandy, sleepy beach-glass eyes,
golden skin, side-swept bangs. It's a little weird, really, dating
my mirror image. Am I that much of a narcissist?
I tap ash into the ashtray balanced on my leg and look around
at the apartment I'm leaving. It hurts to let go of this place. When
I moved in a few months ago, I foolishly tried to nest. I hung
posters and paintings and got furniture and dishes, all that shit
people do to make a bare apartment feel like a home because I
was tired of people walking in, looking around at the bare white
walls and the stack of boxes posing as an end table, and asking if
I'd just moved in, even though I'd been living there for a while.
It's just easier, not to nest, not to have to screw around with
knick-knacks and dishes all the time.
The walls are still cluttered with posters. I don't want to take
them down, roll them up) cart them with me through four states
only to find that they've creased beyond repair despite all
caution. Screw it. I'11 just leave them up. Posters are a bad idea
for someone like me, anyway.
I can't remember how many zip codes I've had. My mother and
I moved a lot when I was a kid because we got evicted a lot; she
never really figured out how to pay rent. I live on my own now
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and I paymyrent, but I get restless. I move at least once ayear.
I've lived in more places than the age that I am.
It's easy when you don't have roots, the way most people do.
Th.y don't just grow roots; they dig holesr pour foundations,
cement themselves into their comfortable lives. Then they're afraid
to abandon everything that's familiar, to let the life and family and
everything they know become a distant horizon in the rear-view
mirror. I don't have roots, or a foundation and a grounded home.
The home I have is more like a boat. I sail around and drop anchor
and tie in for a few nights, few months, few years; then I pull the
anchor up, sail on to the next port, in love with the adventure of
leaving as much as the potential arrival in someplace new.
When I ran away to Arkansas a couple of years &go, the decision
to leave New York was easy, sudden. I was riding on the high of
adrenaline and adventure, pounding the steering wheel and prac-
tically screaming along to "Life is a Highw&y," a guy I barely knew
in the passenger seat. The guy I barely knew had come to visit me
on Long Island and I'd offered to give him a ride home because
I needed something to interrupt the minimum-wage monotony
that had descended once I'd graduated from my community
college. I didn't plan on being gone for long, so there was no
packing, no good-bles; just a backpack full of clothes and a long
car rid€, o few turns of the highway and twists of fate that landed
me in the middle of this life I found myself unable to escape.
Running away is so much easier than sticking around.
I meant to go back home after a month or so. Clearly I never
went back.
I left that guy after a few months, and then I met Brock through
my roommate , Lacey.I hung around his place after a small party.
We stayed up the whole night talking and watched the sun wink
its way through the trees at dawn. We drank a lot of coffee,
smoked a lot of cigarettes, shared the usual secrets you only tell to
certain strangers that you meet at two &.rrr., the absurdly intimate
details and exceedingly intimate beliefs. We moved in together
after a couple of months. He was incredibly attentive, eager to
learn and understand everythirg about me. I'd never been that
close to another person before. So close that I lost myself entirely.
When I finally ended it, I had to rebuild my entire life. I moved
out of Brock's and into this downtown apartment, got a job
waiting tables less than a mile away, made friends with my
neighbors, and I fell in love with Little Rock: the hot nights and
heavy days, the pedestrian bridge that's open all night and the
glass elevator of the twenty-two story Peabody Hotel, the walks
home after getting drunk downtown, the River Market, the river.
My apartment. My neighbor Mary.
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But even with all that I'm stagnating, sick with rot and
impatience. I've stopped growirg. It's time to move out, move on,
meet up with my mother in South Carolina, maybe finish college,
finally, and see my sister every duy.Cuddle our dachshunds at
night. Be near the ocean again.
But it's more than that, more than a list of reasons that
happen to be on the "pro" side of the list. There's something inside
me that's restless, despite the comfort of my apartment and my
friendships and my job. My insides are ticking with impatience
because I need to move on, and they've been dangerously close
to explosion for weeks now; I never take this long to move away.
It's so much easier to leave spur of the moment. No planning, no
good-bles, no sadness; just high-flying adventure and speed, so
fast that my regrets don't have time to catch up with me.
Clunky footsteps on the stairs outside and Mary clamors through
the door, dreadlocks swinging behind her, kitten batting at her
ankles, tie-dyed skirt swirling around her bare feet. Relief ripples
through me, although Brock is disappointed; he hates sharing me.
"What the hell is up, guys!" She waves her arms about,
brandishing a turtle-shaped smoking apparatus.
"H.y, girl. Pull up a seat!" I pat the floor beside me. The dust
and grit billow away as she flounces over, plops down, skirt mush-
rooming around her for a moment before settling. Her kitten bats
at the handle on her hemp bug, only thing in it a book on the evils
of water bottles and a crochet needle for working her dreads.
Marylives in the apartment right above mine. I'll roll out of bed
in the morning, throw on a bathrobe and head straight upstairs
with two cups of black coffee. Sometimes she's alone; sometimes
there's a boy in her bed, and I poke at him and he rolls over, and I
climb in next to Mary and we smoke a joint and she tells me about
the adventures she's had since the morning before, and the boy in
her bed goes back to snorirg, loudly.
Now she and I are laughing with wide, open mouths, catchirg
up on the usual nonsense, while Brock is his usual taciturn self.
Mary mentions how excited she is to be going to Bonaroo soon.
This perks Brock up, and soon abuzz of band names fills the
room: Pucifer, Buckethead, Matisyahu, Pomplamoose-bands
Brock's been "teaching" me about that I still don't know very well.
Then he starts one of his rants on the benefits of being indie (poor
and not famous) because it makes your music more honest (because
you're playing for yourself and not The Man, or whatever). I've
been listening to these pompous rants and bogus plans for almost
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THE WAY I LEAVE A PLACE continued
ayear now. He's talented-so talented, the kind of voice that hurts
to listen to and lyrics with all the sincere humility his conversation
lacks-but he never gets off his ass to play at the open mike nights
he talks about or to contact the supposed recording guys he meets
while bartending. It's about the only time he talks for strangers, when
he can give some sort of speech. It's almost always total bullshit.
But I still go to him, some nights, when I need him.
It's much easier to let go of a bad relationship than the good sex
that went along with it.
Mary takes a swig from the bottle, wipes her mouth with the
back of her hand, smearing the whiskey around more than
sopping any of it up. She's only twenty but most of the bars in
Little Rock haven't figured that out yet. This is a pretty am azing
feat, on Mary's part; she looks about twelve, despite the piercings
scattered over her face (there's metal in each eyebrow her lips,
chin, cheeks, and ears, not to mention her half inch plugs). She's
petite and pure with glowing skin, innocent cheekbones, wide
eyes, all tie dy. and dreadlocks and patchouli. fust looking at her,
you know she legitimately loves trees.
Suddenly her face brightens. She cuts Brock off, mid-rant.
"Dude, Cyn! We should throw your good-bye party tonight!"
Shit. Shit, shit, shit. Someone always brings that up.
"I'm not sure, Mare. I don't have the extra cash for a party, and
I don't know who would really come. I'm cool just doing this all
duy." I don't like the whole good-bye party thing. People don't like
to be reminded that you're leaving, but you're still around; they've
already dealt with it, your presence in their minds has already
been replaced by an absence. And it's usually pretty awkward,
like going to a bar after a funeral. Everyone's drinking and sort of
wants to let loose and party, but they feel like having fun would be
disrespectful. It's a drag, and nobody has fun, and then that's the
last memory they all have of you and you leave in a funk. That's
not the way I like to leave a place.
"|ust tell everyone to come over tonight." Her already wide eyes
bulge even wider. Her hands are actually clasped. She's begging me.
"You won't have to spend any money, you know our friends, they'll
bring what we need to have a good time, and we'll fill this place with
music and turn out the lights and dance, it'll fuckin' rock dude!"
I hesitate. It'd be nice to see everyone one last time. Also, I have
a list somewhere of books I've loaned out that I want back. |ay still
has The Rum Diary; Matt needs to give back Tropic of Capricorn.
Wonder where that list went. Probably in a box somewhere.
"C'mon, Cyn. Pleeeeeease? For me?" Mary's face is all hope and
excitement.
Brock looks disappointed. I know he wants to be alone with me
all night. That pushes me over the edge; I'm tired of the sadness. I
give in. "Okay, okay! We can have a party."
Mary squeals, body-throws a hug at me, and we fall over, laugh-
ter bubbling between us. Her schizoid kitten pounces on us, then
skitters into another room. I catch 
-y breath.
"But Mary. Seriously. You've gotta invite everyone you know.
This has gotta be a good time."
"I will and it will be you'll see!" She doesn't breathe between the
words. She claps, squeaking with excitement. Brock sulks out the
door. I let him go.
I wake up in Mary's apartment the next morning. It's early. The
light that filters through her tapestries is blue and husky on the
backs of the bodies snoring on the floor. I'm on her futon next to
Brock, who came back last night in the middle of the party, stoic
and silent at first, then cheering up at the younger girls cooing over
his hair, his tattoos. Th.y loved the infinity symbol on his wrist.
I've got that same tattoo.
He didn't pull out the guitar, thank God; I need him to be easy
to let go ol I need to hate him a little bit. I can't hate him when
he sings at me with a hurricane brewing in his eyes, voice heavy
and sticky like the Arkansas air, his strong fingers plucking at the
strings and the thwack of his palm keeping the beat against the
wood, voice like scorched leather, throaty and coarse.
It's hard to hate him right now next to him, in bed. His skin
radiates heat, back bare and wide, arms thick, tan. I'm glad he's
not awake. He's too easy to love in the morning, calloused hands
on the back of my neck when he kisses me, scruffy stubble tickling
my lips. My annoyance at everything he says dissolves the
moment his mouth stops talking and presses into mine.
I pull myself up carefully and creep into Mary's room. |eremy
is there. |eremy's a warm, tattooed bulk of a guy, with a mountain
man's dark hair and rough beard, and he's very soft spoken and
sweet to Mary, so I like him, especially compared to some of the
other boys I find in Mary's bed.
I poke at her. "Mmmrrphhh..." she rolls over to give me some
space and throws an arm over her eyes. It falls as if she forgot she
had lifted it mid-way into the air. Total dead weight. She's asleep
again. Or still. Hard to say.
I nudge a cat out of the way and climb in beside her. I see part
of a joint on her end-table. Why the hell not? I've got a few hours
before the drive. I light it, start to smoke by myself, reflect on the
good time we had last night.
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Most of my friends these days are people I worked with at Velo
Rouge, a French bistro in downtown Little Rock that hardly does
any business because it's a French bistro in downtown Little Rock.
The guys I know are the renegade foodies of Arkansas, all the
tattooed long haired chefs and servers who I've worked with,
dined with, drank, slept, partied, and smoked with over the last
two years. Th.y brought an egg crate full of opened but not
unsavory bottles of red wine and enough cheap whiskey to get fat
chefs drunk, which is a lot; every shift begins with a quart-sized
plastic deli container of Makers with "a splash of Coke," and it's
never empty, not once all night, no matter how many times they
drain it. They brought the Makers, too.
We had a good time.
I pull some of Mary's covers over my feet and take a full, long
hit. Smoke billows from my mouth in a steady stream as I exhale,
a lingering cloud filling the room. Mary notices I'm smoking
without her, fumbles for the joint, inhales once deeply, then falls
asleep as she's exhaling, the smoke a quick rush, her head drop-
ping fast on the pillow.
I put the joint down and curl into Mary for a moment, my face
on her nappy hair, which is knotted and damp with sweat, her body
odor earthy and salty, oddly similar to vegetable soup. Best friends
always smell like home somehow even when they smell strange.
She puts her hand on mine. Her palm is fleshy, warm, comforting.
I have no tangible home. My home is in my people. Th.y are my
anchor. But when you literally have a boat, you take your anchor
with you. My boat is metaphorical. I'm not really pulling the anchor
in; I'm cutting it loose, seeking a new anchor in each new harbor.
Sometimes I can't find one. I have to tie onto the docks, smash into
them in the storms, squeak against them in the calm nights.
You can't take people with you when you leave, not literally.
I can say the usual shit, like "Mary will always be with me," but
that's not really what happens. We'll keep in touch for a little
while and gradually fade from each other's lives. If I come to visit
we'll pick up where we left offlike I do with my sister; but
otherwise, we'll be reduced to clinging barnacles of memories
and nothing more.
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know what to say, and neither do they-"I(ssp in touch," "See
you later," "Drive safe," 'I'll miss you." So trite, all of it. I'd rather
just slip into my car, shielded by the blanket of dusk, and disap-
pear easily, a shadow slinking by in the night. But people get hurt
when you leave like that; it took my sister a while to forgive me for
the way I left New York. You have to say good-bye. It's just one of
those things that people are supposed to do, and I might as well
do it, because I don't do the other shit people are supposed to do,
like dig in and grow roots and start families and stick around.
I creep over the bodies flung across the dark living room and
open the door. Instantly I'm assaulted by the hot bright sticky sun,
the air thick and heavy. No bre eze rn sight, every leaf still and
shining, not even a flicker. No clouds. Just strangling humidity.
Fucking Arkansas.
The weather prompts me to remind myself that I'm glad to be
leaving. I won't have to deal with this heat anymore, won't have to
make any decisions about Brock and the good sex and the pouting
and the dark mood swings and the long bohemian speeches. I'm
moving, leaving him behind. Easier that way. The things that I hate
will dominate my memories and I'll forget that I loved him,
eventually. I always forget, which both comforts and scares me.
It's cool downstairs in my apartment, despite the weather; my
living room is bathed in shade, unlike Mary's. The short trees out-
side don't shade Mary's apartment, and she keeps it well insulated
with tapestries, curtains, carpets, throw rugs, throw pillows, throw
blankets, throw anything wherever it can go, an artistic hippie
mess. Her place is usually at least ten degrees warmer than mine.
The familiar pangs of premature nostalgra are already settling
in. When you first move into a place, it's a series of firsts. you
think, "This is my first shower in the new place," "First cigarette
in the new place," "Having sex in the new place," "Getting drunk
in the new place," etc. When you leave, it's backwards. "This is
the last time I'll sleep here;" "Last time I'11 have sex here;" "Last
shower," "Last party," "Last dinner," "Last night." you get this
feeling like you've already left, you already think of everything as
if it's a memory. Your thoughts start to think in past tense.
I sit on the floor in the middle of what was the living room.
The chill of the dusty wood seeps through 
-y jeans. The
posters are still on the wall.
I need to take them down.
I get out of bed. If I stay much longer Mary will wake up and she'll I stand on a sturdy stack of boxes, the stack Brock sat on
talk and that'll wake Brock up and then he'll talk, and then I'll have yesterday, the boxes of my books. I shouldn't lug so many heavy
a long day of good-byes ahead of me and I m definitely not ready for boxes from place to place but I can't get rid ofbooks; they re living
that. I never am, really, which is why I always leave so suddenly. things, with spines that creak and breaths of notes in the mar-
Good-byes can get awkward when theyte permanent. I never gins, borrowed and loaned and absorbed and discarded, just like
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people. It hurts enough to leave the people and places that I love. I
can't leave my books behind, too.
I reach up to the sepia-toned poster of Paris that hangs above
the boxes. Its edges are curling because I never framed it. I pick
at the thumbtack with my finger nail, wiggle it out a bit, pull it
from the wall with my fingers, try to hold it in my teeth but drop
it. I remember how the same thing happened when I hung this
poster a few months ago, and suddenly I see that girl, the girl who
was hanging posters in her cool downtown apartment just a few
months ago, excited and hopeful, newly single, eager for a fresh
start in a different place.
The tears start, warm splashes on my collar bones. The poster
swells, swirls. I need to sit down.
I step off the boxes carefully, lie back on the floor, the dirt and
sand and cardboard grit pressing into my back. Staring at the
ceiling, my throat thickens and the tears fall, heavy and fat and
wet on my hair, my ears, the floor.
This room knows my story, has seen me cry and sleep and read
and smoke and drink. It knows Brock, his crudely rolled ciga-
rettes and hemp jewelry and the songs he writes for me, about
rD€, about us; knows Mary her vegetable-soup-and-patchouli
scent, the kittens and clouds of smoke that follow her inside;
knows me, knows without me saying out loud that I never knew
who I was or what I wanted until I moved here, but that I won't
stay who I am or get what I want if I stay.
I sit up, desperately wanting to blow my nose. The toilet paper is
packed. I pinch 
-y nostrils with my fingertips and pull them away,
a string of snot refusing to detach itself, trembling at my breath,
shining and slick in the sun. I pull my legs up, wipe my nose on
my knees. That works a little better than my hand, but not much. I
breathe deep, steady myself, and go out to my car for the toilet paper.
I'm standing by 
-y car, blowing my nose. The keys are in the
ignition, where I usually leave them. I hesitate. It'd be so much eas-
ier to just leave now than to go back inside, to finally drive off and
let Arkansas fade, just another receding horizon in the rearview
no good-byes, no awkward sadness. But it's not good to cut anchors
loose so suddenly like that. That's how you lose them forever.
I turn around. I walk upstairs to say good-bye.
And I ignore the tiny core of myself that's weary of having to
leave what I love in order to live the life I want to live'
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BY TIFFANY CASTEEL
Senior English Moior
Short Story
I held my breath as the grueling truth escaped his lips. I knew
what was coming and I somewhat expected it, but I didn't want to
believe that my denial had caused my world to fall apart. I wasn't
expecting this hurdle on such a beautiful duy. I just sat and stared
at the wall for a few moments before I turned and looked into the
eyes of the man that had just given me the worst news of my life.
"Phoebe, did you hear what I just said? It's important that you
understand the big picture. You're sister's gone. I'm sorry, but she
fought until the end, I promise she did. She tried to wait for you..."
The doctor stood over ffi€, staring and looking at me with eyes full
of pity. He placed his hand on my shoulder and lowered his head.
'I'll give you a few minutes alone. I'll be back soon to check on you."
I didn't see him leave the room, but I heard his gentle footsteps
trail down the hallway. He probably had a ton of other patients
that he could actually save.
The drive to the hotel was quiet and the roads were empty, as I
expected at 4 rn the morning. The moon was hiding and the sky
was dark. The leaves on the trees were heavy with dew as they
floated perfectly still in the stagnant, still air. The whole world
seemed to be standing still. I m not even sure how much time
had passed, but I didn't stay at the hospital long. I have no clue
if the doctor ever made it back to my room, but I wasn't waiting
around to find out if he was returnirg. I know how the conversa-
tion would go with the doctor. He would ask me a million times if
I was "okay" and try to convince me that everythirg was going to
work out in the end and that life goes on. I really am in no mood
for all this.
"Phoebe, I know you don't want to be late. Your parents are al-
ready inside and I think you should talk to them before the, uffi...,
before the funeral." lace looked at me from the passenger seat, but
I didn't want to look at him. I knew his eyes would be full of pity
and I hate pity.
"You're right. I just don't want to be here."
We got out of the car and walked to the front door of the mas-
sive building in from of us. I stopped at the door and stared for
a minute. I got shivers down my spine and goose bumps when I
heard the people talking in muffles inside. I knew the looks I was
going to get. Everyone is going to be looking at me wondering if I
was "okay." I'm sure they're expecting me to cry hysterically, but
that wasn't me. I swallowed the lump in my throat and opened the
giant door slowly. Everyone stopped their talking at that moment
and looked at me as I entered the huge church. face grabbed 
-y
hand and started walking towards the casket. I don't like atten-
tion and I never imagined that this would be my first experience
walking down the aisle. Everyone was in black and had so much
damn pity in their eyes. I felt hundreds of eyes burning my skin as
I walked to the front of the church. I didn't want to sit in the front,
even though that's expected of family. She's still dead, whether I
sit in the front or the back. Nor did I have to stare at her pictures
if I sat in the back of the church. I wasn't ready for this. Not one
little bit. I made my way to my family after what seemed like a 20
mile walk. I got to the end of the row, or the beginnirg, depending
on how you look at it, and I took my seat next to my mom.
I don't think I ever looked away from my legs during the entire
funeral. I didn't need to look at her pictures in front of me. She
was all I could see in my head the whole time. Besides, she's the
only image I've had in my mind for the past 3 days. I was asked
to speak at the funeral, but I didn't see the point. I didn't feel like
standing in front of a bunch of people (most of which I didn't
know) and explain to them how great my sister was and how
much I was going to miss her. The fact that I'm here should prove
that she was great and that I will miss her. I don't understand why
anyone would care about the things we used to do as children or
how we would talk over our webcams every few days about the
tedious wedding I've been planning for the last 5 months. My
mom convinced me that it was the best idea for me to speak, so of
course I agreed. I hated the thought of talking in front of people,
but I just sat there in silence, grippirg face's hand and desperately
waiting for this duy to be over.
"...We're going to take this time now to listen to what people
have to say about Cassandra. Her sister, Phoebe, has a few things
she would like to say first." The preacher stepped away from the
podium and left it open for me. I got up and slowly made my way
to the tiny microphone.
"Uh, hello. Thanks everyone for coming out here today, not like
any of us want to be here. Cassie is, or uffi, was my best friend. She
was smart, beautiful, and fun, but you should know that if you're
here. I remember when she would ramble on and on about her
philosophies on life. She always had a specific view on people and
the stuff going on around her, much like me. She was more
optimistic than I was, though. She, um..." I just stopped and
stared at the hundred or so people in front of me.
It was at this time that I felt like I should have maybe
written this stuff down. "I wasn't really quite sure what to talk
about today. How do you sum up 23 years of friendship in l0
minutes? Imagination was our common ground. We use to
pretend that we were in school when we were younger when we
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had our summer vacation. We loved so school so much, which
would explain why she was following her passion to be a teacher.
She would stand at our chalkboard and write down stories and
books I needed to read and then she would teach them to me after
I read them. She was so patient with me, I was of course a couple
years younger than her and I wanted so desperately to be as smart
as she was. She always continued to teach me new things as we
grew up, even without the chalkboard. She taught me about life. I
remember when we took a road trip a couple years ago to spend a
weekend in a cabin. Our parents had no idea and we thrived off of
the thrill of it all. We wereyoung. She was L7 andl was 15. We had
never been so far away from our parents before, but I knew I was
safe with her. She had just broken up with her boyfriend because
he just wasn't 'the one,' and she needed to just get away. Little did
I know that she had found out she was sick or would eventually
become sick. Denial was a concept we were both familiar with.
She ignored it for a few days as we sat around in our pajamas all
duy watching ridiculous movies and talking about the future.
She wanted to be a teacher and find the perfect guy and live
happily ever after. I said she was optimistic. She always had me
almost convinced that the world works out in the end, but, today
being an example that it doesn't. She was one of those people
that made people like me think they could taste hope. She was a
dreamer and dreamed most of her life. Even when she was...sick,
she always said that she would be okay. She said that I needed
to not worry and that she would be back on her feet in no time.
She even continued to help me plan my wedding in the hospital.
She lied..." I felt it coming. The tears were starting to form and I
promised myself that I would not do this.
Every time I thought about how Cassie would say she was going
to be back on her feet made me so mad. She had me convinced
that it was going to be okay and I let myself believe it. She lied. Her
optimism lied and I'm sure a lot of her optimism came from all
those optimistic doctors and nurses. Why couldn't they just see
that she was sick and just accept that things weren't changitg. She
had never lied to me before.
I looked ,tp at the crowd in front of Ir1€, smiled, and slowly
walked away from the podium. I was done.
Luckily, the funeral lasted about an hour. Everyone had such
nice things to say, especially her friend Claire who miserably
cried throughout her little speech. Why would someone put
themselves through that? I don't even see the point in funerals,
really. It's an invitation to be miserable with a huge room full
of other miserable people. It seems counterproductive in my
opinion. I loved my sister, but this was ridiculous and she would
have agreed. That's one thing we had in common. We ever quite
understood why people had to dwell on such negative things,
even though it's natural.
My dog never lets me sleep past 8am anymore. I know she wants
a walk and I know she needs the attention, but I just can't do it
anymore. jace takes her on walks most mornings now. I know my
dog thinks that I hate her at this point, but I hate everythitg.
"Hon, are you gonna get up this morning and take her out or do
you need me to?" |ace put his arm around my waist and kissed my
cheek so gently. He would rather pretend that nothing is wrong
and that things will all work out, just like everyone else.
"I think I just need a few more hours of sleep. I promise we'll
go get some lunch soon, but I just need sleep." |ace rolled over,
left the bed, and slowly walked around the room. He talked to the
dog for a minute as he put on some shoes and left the room. I was
asleep before he came back. I'm not sure when I fell back asleep,
but I remember listening to the neighbors asking |ace if I was
feeling any better when I trailed off in my mind. They've always
been nosy people and I hate that our bedroom window is right
next to their edge of the grass. I can always hear them mowing
their lawn and whistling at their annoying shih tzu when it starts
barking at leaves. It's almost impossible to sleep in this house in
the morning. It didn't use to bother me.
I finally woke up around noon. lace was in the living room
playing on his Xbox completely oblivious to anything around
him. I sat down next to him and kissed him on the check. He
looked at me and smiled and went back to his game. He's always
been a great boyfriend and he's made a great and supportive
husband so far; he's always treated me well. It's hard to believe that
3 years have gone by since we met. I started planning a wedding
with my sister about a year ago. I was so happy and the wedding
was beautiful, even though my maid of honor was only present
in spirit. He proposed when we took a trip to Florida to get away.
That's something we have in common. We love getting away. We
take vacations or spontaneous road trips whenever we can. It's a
rush going somewhere without any need or meaning.
'Are you ready to get some lunch? I'm starving. I've been up for
about four hours now. I took the dog on a walk and then I started
playing this game and figured I could beat a few levels before you
woke up." I looked at him and smiled. I wasn't particularly hun-
gry, nor did I really want to leave the house, but I know he needed
this, just like my dog needed me to take her for walks. Everyone
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needs so much damn attention. It's natural.
"Sure. I'm already dressed. I don't really care where we go."
|ace stood up and walked to the door. He grabbed his keys and
started putting his shoes on. He wasn't the most attractive man
in the world, but I thought he was cute. He was on the short side,
about 5'8 and only weighed about 160 pounds. He was fit and he
kept himself healthy. His lifestyle began to rub off on me from
the beginning. We normally take a jog most mornings, but he's
been pretty lenient with me the past 4 months. He was perfect for
me and he knew how to handle my attitude and humor. He stood
back up straight and grabbed the door handle and smiled at me. I
smiled back with my happy smile, even though I wasn't very huppy.
We got to the restaurant I knew he would pick. It was out
favorite Mexican restaurant in town.
"Is this okay?"
"Of course it's okay. You know I love this place." I smiled a
more reassuring smile towards |ace.
"I thought we could spend the duy out. Lunch and then a drive?
We can find somethirg else to do later. I just miss lou, Phoebe,
and I know you've been through a lot, but you aren't going to get
better unless you live a little."
"I know. You're right. Cassie is never coming back, but I know
I need to move past this and I love you for helping me. Things are
going to be okay. I'm getting better every duy." lace smiled and
stepped out of the car. I reahzed that I sounded like Cassie now.
Maybe optimism is a way to acceptance.
We drove around for a bit after we ate. It's been a few months
since my sister died. We listened to music for awhile and drove
around the city. I enjoy riding around looking at everythirg
outside. The city was nice and bright with a ton of people out and
about. It reminded me that there is still life out there. I haven't left
my house much in the past few months, except for our wedding.
We rounded a corner near our house in the center of the city. I
saw a big group of people standing outside with fliers, smiling and
trying to talk to people that walked by. There was a man sitting in
a chair playing a guitar nonchalantly.
"]ace, can you pull over? This looks kinda interesting." ]ace
pulled the car to the side of the road. I could hear the tune of the
guitar in the background as the tall, slender man started talking
near a big table with colorful fliers scattered everywhere.
"We're just trying to make people aware of the risks and conse-
quences of HIV and AIDS. Millions of people die each day from
the infection and millions of families and friends have to live
in the devastation of a loved one lost too soon. Together we can
spread the word and help people stay safer..." He was speaking to
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a group of about 10 or 15 people who were attentive and
concerned about his cause.
His speech hit a nerve in me, a spark of confidence. I walked
slowly, but closer to the group of people in front of me. I
swallowed the lump in my throat and mustered as much strength
as I could to speak.
"Excuse me, uffi, my name is Phoebe. What is exactly is all of this
is about?" I slowly walked to the group of people as they all stared
intently at my delicate nature. I knew what it was about, but I
wanted to know why these people cared, and why they chose this
duy to be here, in my path.
"Well, Phoebe, we're the local AIDS committee. We basically
spend our weekends supporting the families, friends, and patients
associated with the illness. We try to spread the word of how to be
safe. All of us have either been diagnosed with HIV or we know
someone who has or has had it." He was so passionate about his
ideas and his committee and it gave me a great deal of respect for
him. I stared at him for a few seconds and thought about the big
picture he was trying to get across.
"I think I'm interested. My weekends are pretty free at the
moment." |ace grabbed 
-y hand and walked closer to the group.
'Are you sure you're ready for this? I mean, I want you to get out
there and find somethirg that makes you huppy, but are you sure
this won't upset you? Maybe we should come back another day."
"I think these people might be able to help me |ace. They know
what I'm going through. Give me a chance." I looked at him and
smiled, sincerely, and I saw the happiness in his eyes. So many
people were smiling and I couldn't help thinking that my sister
would be proud. I was embracing the negativity that consumed
her young life.
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TIIE HUMAT PARTICIE
BY ANGELA PILSON
Foll 2O1l Winner
When we become dust-
rot in neat
little boxes,
buried like dogs'bones
to be dug up,
gnawed,
and admired
by silken, wavering webs
of lineage and oge,
of interweaving chalk lines
drawn on concrete sidewalks-
they...
whoever they are...
will stroll past
and hold us up to the light
like fine pieces of china,
analyzing the atoms.
And th.y will carbon-date us
into time periods
we will never know the names of,
We were already passed over.
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FACETESS
BY TRISTAN DANIELS
Spring 2012 Winner
Life amounts to
this
One precious
moment
Lying beside
her
Knowing it
will end
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CTOSING THOUGHTS
THANK YOU'S FROM TOM SHANKS
Here we go. Thank you God, Mom, Dad, and Kaleigh. You have been my main supporters throughout the making of this magazine.
Thank you Ursula and Paul, the other two parts that make up our trifecta. Thank you staff! You guys were awesome, without you, we
would have been stretched even thinner than we already have been. I would also like to thank the many writers and artists that I have
had the privilege of meeting during submissions weeks. I know sometimes it can be hard to believe, but the arts, whatever you take that
to mean, do exist at Coastal. If nothing else, look at what youte holding in your hands. This magazine is evidence of that arts
community. It is alive and well and if you have ever been a part of it I thank you. Even if your involvement was simply buying a
painting from a local artist, attending an art show listening to a local band, or going to an open mic, thank you.
THANK YOU'S FROM URSULA HOCKMAN
I cannot believe that my time as the Art Director of Archarios is coming to an end. This time last fall I had no idea what I would
gain from being a part of this publication, but the experience has been nothing but fulfilling and rewarding. There are so many people
that I owe thanks to for their tremendous support and guidance. First off, I would like to thank Paul for putting up with me, I really
learned a lot from you. Next, I'd like to thank Tom. I couldn't have asked for a better Editor, and I am officially schooled on veganism
and what being "hardcore" means. I would like to thank myboyfriend fimmy for always being there when things get tough and
helping me survive the late hours in the office with chocolate frosty's. Also, thank you to all of my friends, especially, Steph, Lisa,
Kayla, Tracy, Iulie, Allie and BK for sharing amazing memories I will have for a lifetime in our adventures at Coastal. A big hug to my
whole family for their honesty and constant love. Lastly, thank you to all of the students that participate and submit to Archarios every
vear. Your work and talent is incredible.
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SPECIAT THANKS
The staff of Archarios
would like to thank
the following for
their contributions:
Iim Arendt
Ieff Case
Ryan DAlessandro
Tracy Fish
Matt Fram
Steven Hamelmann
Kuylu Looysen
Ken Martin
Treelee Macann
Scott Mann
Armon Means
John Minor
Kate Oestriche
|oe Oestriche
Paul Olsen
Scott Pleasant
Alicia Rancier
|ennifer Rittaco
SAS
AIGA
Tempo
The Chanticleer
Sheriar Press
CCU Printing Services
English Department at CCU
Art Department at CCU
Student Staff
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co.
The Sea Wolf Mutiny
Ghosts of the Kodiak
All of our supporters and
readers, and finally, all of
the students that submit to
Archarios and make the
magazine incredible
every year.
SUBMISSION POSTERS
SPRING 2012
FALL 2011
NEW WEBSITE I This spring we launched our new website. Please visit us at
http: | | ww2.coastal.edu/archarios.
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